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The advantage of quantum metrology has been experimentally demonstrated for phase estimations
where the dynamics are commuting. General noncommuting dynamics, however, can have distinct
features. For example, the direct sequential scheme, which can achieve the Heisenberg scaling for the
phase estimation under commuting dynamics, can have even worse performances than the classical
scheme under noncommuting dynamics. Here we realize a scalable optimally controlled sequential
scheme, which can achieve the Heisenberg precision under general noncommuting dynamics. We
also present an intuitive geometrical framework for the controlled scheme and identify sweet spots in
time at which the optimal controls used in the scheme can be pre-fixed without adaptation, which
simplifies the experimental protocols significantly. We successfully implement the scheme up to
eight controls in an optical platform, demonstrate a precision near the Heisenberg limit. Our work
opens the avenue for harvesting the power of quantum control in quantum metrology, and provides a
control-enhanced recipe to achieve the Heisenberg precision under general noncommuting dynamics.
Introduction.–Improving the measurement precision
[1–6] is one of the major driving forces for technology
and science. The precision of a measurement scheme
is ultimately bounded by the available resources [7, 8],
which are typically quantified by the number of uses of
a discrete-time dynamics, N , or by the evolution time
of of a continuous-time dynamics, T . The best preci-
sion of a classical scheme, known as the quantum Shot-
Noise-Limit (SNL), scales as 1/
√
N or 1/
√
T for discrete
and continuous dynamics respectively. The SNL is al-
ready constraining the performance of current state-of-
art precision measurements, such as LIGO interferom-
eter [7, 9–11]. By exploring quantum effects, quantum
metrology can surpass the SNL [1, 4, 12–14]. For exam-
ple, by preparing the probe state as the NOON state in
the entangled parallel scheme [15, 16], it can achieve the
Heisenberg precision which scales as 1/N [1, 2, 4, 5, 17].
In practise, however, preparing large entangled states
are extremely challenging. To date, the largest NOON
state prepared deterministically in optical experiment is
N = 5 [18], while the largest NOON state that has been
implemented for quantum metrology is only N = 4(2)
with(without) the postselection [2, 5, 17].
The direct sequential scheme, in which the probe state
evolves under the same dynamic multiple times as shown
in Fig. 1(a), can achieve the same (Heisenberg) precision
if the dynamics commute with each other at different val-
ues of the parameter. For example, for the usual phase
estimation, the dynamic is given by U = e−iφH , which
commute with each other at different values of φ, the di-
rect sequential scheme can then achieve the Heisenberg
precision for the usual phase estimation[4, 14, 19]. The
sequential scheme is practically more scalable as entan-
glement is not necessarily required. Higgins et al. [3]
have experimentally implemented the direct sequential
scheme for the estimation of an optical phase, demon-
strate a Heisenberg-limited precision.
The direct sequential scheme, however, can not achieve
the Heisenberg precision under general dynamics that do
not commute at different values of the parameter (which
we will refer as noncommuting dynamics). It can have
even worse performances than the shot-noise limit[20].
Yuan and Fung [21] showed the Heisenberg precision
can be restored under general noncommuting dynamics
by adding additional quantum controls as in Fig. 1(b).
Here we first investigated this control-enhanced sequen-
tial scheme in a more intuitive and geometrical way to
show how the generator of the parameter is coherently
accumulated and how quantum control can increase the
norm of the generator. We then identify some sweet spots
in time at which the optimal controls can be pre-fixed
without the need of adaptation. This simplifies the prac-
tical implementations significantly. We then experimen-
tally implement the control-enhanced scheme and achieve
a precision near the Heisenberg limit for the estimation
of the orientation of an optical plate whose dynamics is
non-commuting.
Control-enhanced sequential scheme for general dy-
namics.–The precision limit in quantum metrology
can be calibrated by the quantum Cramer-Rao
bound(QCRB)[4, 22, 23] as δφˆ ≥ 1√
nJ
, where δφˆ =√
E[(φˆ− φ)2] is the standard deviation of an unbiased
estimator, n is the number of times the measurement
is repeated, J is the Quantum Fisher Information(QFI)
which bounds the precision limit[23].
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2FIG. 1. Generators in the direct and control-enhanced se-
quential schemes. (a) Direct sequential scheme; (b) Control-
enhanced sequential scheme with N controls. Both schemes
consist of three steps: state preparation(green module), evo-
lution(blue) and measurement(purple). (c) The evolution of
the Bloch vectors s(N)T for the generators S
(N)
T , here N de-
notes the number of controls. Without the controls the path
of sT is a helical line. The controls change the velocity and
increase the length of s(N)T . (d) The evolution of the genera-
tors at the plane orthogonal to nh. Without the controls sT
has a uniform circular motion at the plane orthogonal to nh.
The controls change the motion and increase the length, as
shown by the paths of s(N)T .
For a general unitary dynamics, Ut(φ) = e−iH(φ)t, QFI
is determined by the variance of its generator as
J = 4〈∆S2T 〉 (1)
where the generator ST is defined as ST =
i[∂φUT (φ)]U
†
T (φ) and 〈∆S2T 〉 = 〈ψ|S2T |ψ〉−〈ψ|ST |ψ〉2[20].
For general time-independent Hamiltonian we have [24]
ST =
∫ T
0
Vtdt, (2)
where Vt = U
†
t (φ)V0Ut(φ) with V0 = ∂φH(φ). ST can
be regarded as an overall signal strength which is co-
herently accumulated from the instantaneous signal Vt
over a period of time. For commuting dynamics, where
[Ut(φ), Ut(φ + dφ)] = 0, we have [H(φ), ∂φH(φ)] = 0,
Vt = V0. In this case ST = V0T , 〈∆S2T 〉 = T 2〈∆V 20 〉,
which scales as T 2 and leads to the Heisenberg limit.
For noncommuting dynamics, however, things are
more different. We consider a general Hamiltonian H
on a qubit, which can be written as H = h · σ, h =
(h1, h2, h3) and σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3), where
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
are Pauli matrices. Similarly we can write ST = sT · σ
and Vt = vt · σ. The Bloch vectors sT and vt can be
regarded as the displacement and the velocity respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 1(c)(see Supplemental Mate-
rial for derivation), the trajectory of sT is a helical line,
its parallel component along h is a uniform rectilinear
motion with the speed v0 · nh, nh = h/|h|, its perpen-
dicular component has a circular motion with the radius√
|v0|2−(v0·nh)2
2|h| and the angular speed 2|h|. The variance
of ST , 〈∆S2T 〉 = |sT |2 − 〈ψ|ST |ψ〉2, is upper bounded by
(see Supplemental Material)
|sT |2 = (v0 · nh)2 T 2 + |v0|
2 − (v0 · nh)2
|h|2 sin
2 |hT |, (3)
which is smaller than |v0|2 T 2.
However, if additional controls are available, we can
use the controls to change the velocity and increase the
length of the generator as shown in Fig. 1(c,d). Under
such control-enhanced sequential scheme the total dy-
namics is given by U (N)T (φ) = U
N
ct with Uct = UcUt(φ),
here t = T/N and Uc is the added control after each
evolution of time t. The generator for this controlled
dynamics at time T is
S
(N)
T = i
[
UNct
]†
∂xU
N
ct =
N−1∑
k=0
[
Ukct
]†
StU
k
ct,
where we use S(N)T to denote the generator after adding
N controls and ST as the generator of the free evolution.
When N = 1, i.e., no controls added during the evolu-
tion(only one control at the end of the evolution which
does not change the QFI), t = T/N = T , S(1)T = ST
which leads to the result in Eq. (2). With general N con-
trols, to maximize the variance of S(N)T , we can choose
Uc = e
−iαstU†t (φ), where α can be chosen arbitrarily
and is typically set as 0. In this case [Uct, St] = 0 and
S
(N)
T = NSt = NST/N . The variance of the generator is
then
〈∆(S(N)T )2〉 = N2〈∆S2t 〉
=N2
[
(v0 · nh)2 T
2
N2
+
|v0|2 − (v0 · nh)2
|h|2 sin
2 |h T
N
|
]
.
(4)
When N → ∞, this goes to |v0|2 T 2 which restores the
Heisenberg limit.
Experimental setup.–Our control-enhanced experiment
has three modules: preparation, evolution and measure-
ment, as shown in Fig. 2. In the preparation module,
a 1-mm-long β-barium-borate(BBO) crystal crystal, cut
for type-I phase-matched spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC) process, is pumped by a 40-mW hor-
izontally polarized beam at 404 nm to generate heralded
single photons at the rate of 3500 Hz [25]. We then
use a combination of a half-wave plate(HWP) and a
quarter-wave plate(QWP) to prepare the photon in any
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The module of preparation prepares the probe state using the polarization degree of a heralded
single photon from SPDC process. The probe state then undergoes the evolution and the control in the module of evolution.
The state is then measured in the module of measurement. Key devices in the setup: BBO–β-barium-borate crystal, QWP–
quarter-wave plate, HWP–half-wave plate, PBS–polarizing beam splitter, APP–adjustable phase plate.
desired polarization, which is used as the probe state.
In the evolution module, we use an adjustable phase
plate(APP), which is realized with a Soleil-Babinet Com-
pensator, to generate the noncommuting dynamics on
the polarization of the photon. When the optic axis of
APP is deviated from the horizontal direction by an an-
gle, x, the two polarization states, in the basis of the
horizontal and vertical polarization with |0〉 = |H〉 and
|1〉 = |V 〉, can be written as |o〉 = cosx|0〉+ sinx|1〉 and
|e〉 = − sinx|0〉+cosx|1〉.When a photon passes through
the phase plate with a 2t-phase shift, it undergoes a uni-
tary evolution Ut(x) = |o〉〈o| + ei2t |e〉〈e| , which can be
rewritten as Ut(x) = e−i(sin 2xσ1+cos 2xσ3)t in the basis of
the horizontal and vertical polarization. By controlling
the phase t, this is equivalent to a time evolution gov-
erned by the Hamiltonian H = sin 2xσ1 + cos 2xσ3, here
the parameter x represents the angle between the opti-
cal axis of the phase plate and the horizontal direction.
The estimation of x thus corresponds to the estimation
of the orientation of the phase plate. The control is real-
ized by a combination of two QWPs and a HWP, which
is capable of generating arbitrary unitary operation on
the polarization. Multiple passes of the qubit are real-
ized by a cavity loop made of four mirrors. The number
of controls is deterministically controlled by moving the
translation stage of one mirror, which can be realized
without affecting the coupling efficiency in the measure-
ment module (see Supplemental material). The module
of measurement consists of the HWP, QWP, PBS and
two single-photon detectors which can perform the pro-
jective measurements along any desired direction.
Pre-fixed control at the sweet spots in time.–The op-
timal control in general depends on the parameter and
can only be realized adaptively, but there are some cases
the adaptation is not required. In our experiment, the
noncommuting dynamics is governed by the Hamilto-
nian H(x) = sin 2xσ1 + cos 2xσ3. It is easy to obtain
V0 = ∂xH(x) = 2(cos 2x, 0,− sin 2x) · σ. The vector,
v0 = 2(cos 2x, 0,− sin 2x), is orthogonal to the Hamilto-
nian vector nh = (sin 2x, 0, cos 2x), where H = nh · σ.
Thus, without controls the generator only has a per-
pendicular component in a circular motion as shown in
Fig. 1(d). The largest variance of ST is 4 sin2 T at time
T , which is much lower than the Heisenberg limit 4T 2
[21].
Under the control-enhanced sequential scheme with N
passes through the dynamics and control, the QFI can
reach 16N2 sin2 t. In real experiments, the number of
controls are always limited. The maximal QFI that can
be achieved with N controls is 16N2, where the mini-
mal t attaining this maximal value is t = pi2 . Under N
controls, T = Nt = pi2N is the smallest total time to
achieve the maximal value. In addition, at these time
points the optimal control can all be taken as Uc = iσ3,
which is independent of x and can be prefixed without
adaptation. This control works for all x at t = pi2 , as
Uct = iσ3e
−ipi2H(x) = ei2xσ2 commute with St = 2σ2 for
all x. Thus when N controls are used, at T = pi2N , the
QFI can achieve the maximal value J (N)T = 16N
2 with
the pre-fixed control Uc = iσ3.
Experimental results at any given time with different
number of controls.–In the first set of experiments, we
demonstrate the precision scaling with respect to the
evolution time T when different number of controls are
4FIG. 3. Precision with the optimal and adaptive controls.
(a) QFI; (b) The standard deviation; The performances with
N = 1, 2 and 4 controls are demonstrated, which are denoted
by blue, purple and red colors, respectively. Experimental
results for ideal controls (dots) and adaptive controls (circles)
are close to optimal theoretical values (solid lines). The error
bars are discussed in Supplementary material.
used. For any given T , if N controls are used (t = TN ),
the QFI under the control-enhanced scheme can reach
J
(N)
T = N
2Jt = 16N
2 sin2 TN , which increases with N .
We first consider the scenario when x is known to be
within a very small neighborhood so that we can choose
ideal controls. In the experiment x is close to 0 and the
optimal probe states, controls and measurements are pre-
pared according to x = 0 and t = T/N (see detailed ex-
perimental implementation in Supplementary material).
We make n(= 50) measurements to get the probabilities
of the two outcomes. To get the statistics of xˆ exper-
imentally, we repeat the process 1000 times to get the
distribution of xˆ, from which the standard deviation of
the estimator, δxˆ, is obtained. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
the experimental precision (dots) saturates the theoret-
ical optimal value. It can also be seen that when the
number of controls increases from 1 to 4, the precision
beats the shot noise limit (see Supplemental material)
and gets closer to the Heisenberg limit.
In the second scenario, x can be any value within an
interval, where the size of the interval is only restricted
by phase ambiguities[3, 19] (see Supplemental material).
In this case we used adaptive controls. For each round we
make 5 iterations of the adaptation. Specifically, we make
new estimations of the parameter after each 10 measure-
ments. The controls in the first 10 measurements are de-
signed according to xˆ = pi/4, the middle point of [0, pi2 ],
as Uc = U
†
t (
pi
4 ), then are adaptively updated (see Sup-
plementary material for experimental implementation)
FIG. 4. Experimental results at the sweet spots in time.
(a)Probability distribution with respect to x. Red and black
dots show frequencies measured experimentally with 50000
measurements at sweet time t and non-sweet time 0.5t, re-
spectively. The solid lines show the theoretical probability
distribution. From upper to bottom, the four subplots corre-
spond to control number N = 1, 2, 4 and 8. Error bars are
calculated from measurement statistics and too small to be
visible. (b) The QFI for the case of N = 8 is plotted, at both
the sweet spot in time T8 = 4pi and the non-sweet spot in
time 0.5T8 = 2pi. The solid lines are theoretical value and
dots are experiment results.
based on the new estimated value xˆ obtained with the
maximum likelihood estimation, which maximizes the
posterior probability based on the obtained data. In
Fig. 3, we plotted the precisions (circles) achieved by the
adaptively controlled scheme. It can be seen that for
N = 1 and 2, the obtained precision is almost the same
as the theoretical optimal value; for N = 4, the preci-
sion is slightly smaller, but already quite close to the the
theoretical optimal value, i.e., the adaptive controls are
already close to be optimal after five iterations. The re-
sults also clearly show that the precisions beat the shot
noise limit and get closer to the Heisenberg limit.
Experimental results with a given number of controls at
the sweet spots in time.–In the second set of experiments,
we carry out the experiments under any given number of
controls and show the advantages at the sweet spots in
time. At general time points, the controls typically de-
pend on the actual value of the parameter, thus need
to be updated adaptively. With a given number of con-
trols, at the sweet spots in time they can all be pre-fixed.
Specifically, the optimal probe state at the sweet spot
5in time is |ψ〉 = |H〉, the optimal control is Uc = iσ3
and the optimal measurement is the projective measure-
ments on the eigenvectors of σ1. They are all independent
of the actual value of the parameter. If N controls are
used, then the probabilities of the two measurement out-
comes are 1±cos 4Nx2 (see Supplementart material). We
plot the probability distributions of the measurement re-
sults (red dots in Fig. 4(a)) at different x ∈ [−pi2 , 0](it
is symmetrical for x ∈ [0, pi2 ]). For comparison, we also
carry out the experiments with the same control at some
non-sweet spot in time, and plot the probabilities of the
measurements results as black dots in Fig. 4(a). It can
be seen that at the non-sweet spot in time the periods of
the distributions get larger and the interference visibil-
ity gets smaller when the actual value of x deviates from
0. However, at the sweet spots in time the probability
fringes remain the same for all values of x. In Fig. 4(b),
we plot the QFI for the case of N = 8, it can be seen
that at the sweet spot in time T8 = 4pi,
√
J is close to√
16N2 = 32 for all x(here N = 8), while at the non-
sweet spot in time, only when x is near 0,
√
J is close
to the optimal value
√
16N2 sin2 4pi8 ≈ 22.63, the value
decreases when x deviates from 0.
It is worth to mention that in the control-enhanced
sequential scheme the optimal measurements are simple
local projective measurements, which can be easily im-
plemented with high quality(see Supplemental material).
For example, for the case of N = 8 the visibility in our
experiment is larger than 0.984, while the visibility of
the post-selected N−photon entangled states decreases
rapidly when N increases[26].
Discussion–We provided an optimal procedure for a
scalable control-enhanced sequential scheme that can
achieve the Heisenberg precision for general dynamics.
We experimentally implemented the scheme for the esti-
mation of the orientation of a phase plate, and showed
that the scheme can achieve the Heisenberg precision for
general noncommuting dynamics. We also identified the
sweet spots in time at which the scheme can be real-
ized with pre-fixed controls without any adaptation. This
pushes forward both theoretical and experimental stud-
ies of quantum metrology under general non-commuting
dynamics. We expect the results will have wide implica-
tions in various applications of quantum metrology.
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S1. BLOCH VECTORS OF GENERATORS FOR TIME-INDEPENDENT HAMILTONIAN
Here we consider a general Hamiltonian H on a qubit, which can be written as H = h · σ with
σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3), where
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
are Pauli matrices. Then we have V0 = ∂φH = v0 · σ with v0 = ∂φh, Vt = U†t (φ)V0Ut(φ) =
vt · σ with vt = Rnh(wt)v0, where Rnh(t) is the rotation on the Bloch vector generated by the
unitary Ut(φ), with the rotating axis as nh = h/|h|(a unit vector along h) and the rotating angular
speed as w = 2|h|. vt can be decomposed into two components as vt = vt,‖ + vt,⊥, where the
component parallel to the rotating axis nh does not change, i.e., vt,‖ = v0,‖ = v0 ·nh, the component
perpendicular to the axis rotates with an angular speed w, vt,⊥ = |v0,⊥|(coswtn⊥1 + sinwtn⊥2 ), here
v0,⊥ = v0 − (v0 · nh)nh,n⊥1 = v0,⊥/|v0,⊥|,n⊥2 = nh × n⊥1 . Accordingly, the accumulated generator
has a parallel and a perpendicular components, i.e., sT = sT,‖+sT,⊥, where sT,‖ =
∫ T
0
vt,‖dt = v0,‖T
is a uniform rectilinear motion along nh and sT,⊥ =
∫ T
0
vt,⊥dt = |v0,⊥|/w[sinwtn⊥1 +(1−coswt)n⊥2 ]
is a circular motion on the plane spanned by n⊥1 and n⊥2 . Hence, sT is a helical line. The variance
of ST is 〈∆S2T 〉 = |sT |2−〈ψ|ST |ψ〉2, which is upper bounded by |sT |2 =
∣∣v0,‖∣∣2 T 2 + 4 |v0,⊥|2w2 sin2 wT2 .
This is always smaller than | |v0|2 T 2, which is the maximal that one can achieve.
S2. OPTIMAL PROBE STATES AND OPTIMAL MEASUREMENTS
In this section, we provide a geometrical method for identifying the optimal probe states and
optimal measurements.
We first write the Hamiltonian, H(x) = sin 2xσ1 + cos 2xσ3, as H(x) = nˆh(x) · σ with nˆh(x) =
(sin 2x, 0, cos 2x). Let nˆ1(x) = (cos 2x, 0,− sin 2x), nˆ2 = nˆh× nˆ1 = (0, 1, 0), {nˆh(x), nˆ1(x), nˆ2} then
form a basis on the Bloch sphere.
Under the dynamics, Ut(x) = e−inˆh(x)·σt, the output state is ρt(x) = Ut(x)ρ0U
†
t (x), here the
initial probe state ρ0 can be written as ρ0 = 12 (1 + nˆin · σ). The optimal probe that leads to the
maximal QFI is the state that maximizes the Bures distance between ρT (x) and its neighboring state
ρt(x + dx) = Ut(x + dx)ρ0U
†
t (x + dx). This is equivalent to maximize the distance between ρ0 and
[U†t (x)Ut(x+ dx)]ρ0[U
†
t (x)Ut(x+ dx)]
†. Let U ′ = U†t (x)Ut(x+ dx) = e−it
′nˆU′ ·σ, where t′ = 2 sin tdx
and
nˆU ′ = cos tnˆ1(x)− sin tnˆ2.
The optimal probe states can then be easily identified as the pure states with the unit Bloch vector
perpendicular to nˆU ′ (as they have the largest change under e−it
′nˆU′ ·σ), which can be written as
ρ0 =
1
2 (1 + nˆin · σ) with
nˆin = cosαnˆh(x) + sinαnˆ3, (S1)
here nˆ3 = nˆh × nˆU ′ = sin tnˆ1(x) + cos tnˆ2, α can be chosen arbitrarily. The optimal measurement
in this case is the projective measurement along the direction which is also perpendicular to nˆU ′ ,
nˆM = cosβnˆh(x) + sinβnˆ3 (S2)
where β can be chosen arbitrarily.
8FIG. S1. Geometrical picture of optimal probe states and measurements.
Under the control-enhanced scheme, the probe state passes through the dynamics, Ut(x) and the
control, Uc, N times. If Uc makes the dynamics commute, the precision limit is determined by
{[UcUt(x)]N}†[UcUt(x+ dx)]N ={[UcUt(x)]†[UcUt(x+ dx)]}N
=[U†t (x)Ut(x+ dx)]
N
=U ′N = e−iNt
′nˆU′ ·σ.
(S3)
nˆU ′ remains as the same, the optimal states and optimal measurements are thus also the same.
In the experiment, α is taken as 0, thus nˆin = nˆh(x) = (sin 2x, 0, cos 2x). β is mostly taken as pi/2,
nˆM = sin tnˆ1(x) + cos tnˆ2. This corresponds to the optimal probe state taken as cosx|0〉 + sinx|1〉
and the projective measurements along the direction nˆM = (sin t cos 2x, cos t,− sin t sin 2x). They in
general depend on the value of the parameter, thus can only be prepared adaptively. However, at
some specific time points, the optimal probe state and measurement can be pre-fixed without the need
of adaptation. Specifically, when t = pi/2, nˆU ′ = cos tnˆ1(x)− sin tnˆ2 = −nˆ2, which is independent of
x. In this case the optimal probe state can be any state with nˆin = (sinα, 0, cosα), and the optimal
measurement as any projective measurement along the direction nˆM = (sinβ, 0, cosβ), where α and
β are independent of the actual value of x and can be chosen arbitrary. In the experiment, we take
α = 0 and β = pi2 . At the sweet spot in time the optimal probe state is then taken as |H〉 and the
optimal measurement is the projective measurement along the direction of σ1.
S3. ADAPTIVE CONTROLS AND SWEET SPOTS IN TIME
In the control-enhanced sequential scheme, the optimal probe state, control and measurement
typically all need to be implemented adaptively based on the estimation, xˆ, obtained from previously
measured data. We show how the difference between xˆ and x affects the performance.
When the probe state goes through N passes of the dynamics (Ut(x)) and the control (Uc(xˆ)), the
output state is given by
ρout(x) = [Uc(xˆ)Ut(x)]
Nρ0[U
†
t (x)U
†
c (xˆ)]
N . (S4)
here ρ0 = 12 (1 + nˆin(xˆ) · σ), with nˆin(xˆ) optimally chosen based on the estimation xˆ, the control is
taken as Uc(xˆ) = U
†
t (xˆ) = e
inˆh(xˆ)·σt with nˆh(xˆ) = (sin 2xˆ, 0, cos 2xˆ). Thus
Uc(xˆ)Ut(x) = U
†
t (xˆ)Ut(x)
= eiH(xˆ)te−iH(x)t
= e−itenˆe·σ,
(S5)
9FIG. S2. (color online)Theoretical Probability distribution with respect to x and T .
here te and nˆe are determined from the following equations
cos te = cos
2 t+ nˆh(xˆ) · nˆh(x) sin2 t = cos2 t+ cos 2(x− xˆ) sin2 t,
sin tenˆe = sin t cos t[nˆh(x)− nˆh(xˆ)] + sin2 tnˆh(x)× nˆh(xˆ).
(S6)
By performing the projective measurement along the direction nˆM (xˆ) ·σ on the output state (here
nˆM (xˆ) is optimally chosen based on xˆ as in Eq.(S2)), one gets two outcomes with the probabilities
P+ and P− = 1− P+, where
P+ = 0.5 +
A2N
8
sin 2α sin2 2t[cos 2(x− xˆ)− 1]2 +AN sin t sin 2(x− xˆ) cosNte, (S7)
here AN ≡ sinNtesin te =
∑N−1
k=0 cos(N − 1−k)te cosk te, α is the same as in Eq. (S1) which can be chosen
arbitrarily. In the experiment, it is chosen as 0.
As P+ is only determined by the difference between x and xˆ, without loss of generality, we can
set xˆ = 0, then P+ = 0.5 + AN sin t sin 2x cosNte. The Fisher information can then be calculated
as F = (∂P+∂x )
2/[P+(1 − P+)]. We plot the probability distribution and the Fisher information with
respect to x and T = Nt in Fig. S2 (note that the value of x represents the difference between xˆ and
x since we have set xˆ = 0).
From Fig. S2, it can be seen that the Fisher information only gets much smaller than the optimal
value (which achieves at x = 0) when x is significantly away from 0, showing that the adaptive
controls are quite robust. In particular at the sweet spots in time(t = pi2N), the Fisher information
does not change with x. This can also be seen by a direct calculation. At the sweet spot in time,
t = pi2N , t =
t
N = pi/2, cos te = cos 2x (xˆ has been set as 0), P+ = 0.5 + 0.5 sin 4Nx, thus F =
(∂P+∂x )
2/[P+(1 − P+)] = 16N2, which is independent of the actual value of x. This is also clearly
shown by the fringes at t in Fig. S2, where the periods remain the smallest and the interference
visibility is 100% for all x, showing the control designed according to xˆ = 0 is optimal for all x at t.
This can also be clearly seen in Fig. S3 where the Fisher information achieves the largest value for
all x at t.
Moreover, at these time points, the optimal probe states and optimal measurements can also be pre-
fixed. Specifically, at these time points the optimal probe state can all be taken as |ψ〉 = |0〉 and the
optimal measurement as the projective measurement on the eigenvectors of σ1, which are independent
of the actual value of the parameter. Thus under the control-enhanced sequential scheme with N
passes, not only the QFI achieves the maximal value at the time point t = pi2N , but the optimal probe
10
FIG. S3. (color online)Theoretical Fisher Information with respect to x and T .
state, optimal control and optimal measurement can all be pre-fixed without the need of adaptation.
These time points are thus referred as the sweet spots in time.
S4. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPTIMAL PROBE STATES,
CONTROLS AND MEASUREMENTS
For the control-enhanced sequential scheme, the optimal probe states, controls and measurements
typically depend on x and need to be updated adaptively based on the estimation, xˆ, obtained from
previously measured data. As shown in Fig. 2, to adaptively prepare the optimal probe state, which
is |ψ〉 = cos xˆ|0〉+ sin xˆ|1〉, the rotation angle of HWP1 is set as xˆ2 and the rotation angle of QWP1 is
set as xˆ[27]. To adaptively implement the optimal control, which is Uc = U
†
t (xˆ) = e
i(sin 2xˆσ1+cos 2xˆσ3)t,
the rotation angles of QWP2 and QWP3 are set as xˆ + pi4 and the rotation angle of HWP2 is set
as xˆ − t2 − pi4 [28]. To perform the optimal measurement, which is the projective measurement on
the eigenvectors of sin TN cos 2xˆσ1 + cos
T
N σ2 − sin TN sin 2xˆσ3, the rotation angle of HWP3 is set as
xˆ
2 − t4 + pi4 and the rotation angle of QWP4 is set as xˆ+ pi4 [27].
An automatic control system is designed to update the probe state, control and measurement
adaptively. The control system includes a coincidence unit, an executive Labview program and seven
motorized stages. The coincidence unit heralds the generation of the probe photons and collects the
measurement results. The executive Labview program then analyzes the measurement data collected
by the coincidence unit, obtains the estimation of the parameter (xˆ), and updates the rotation angles
of the wave-plates. The information is then sent to the rotation stages to rotate the three HWPs
and four QWPs to the desired angles. With this design, the adaptive procedure can be automatically
realized.
S5. ERROR ANALYSIS
In the experiment, we get one estimation of the parameter, xˆ, based on 50 measurement outcomes.
To experimentally obtain the standard deviation of this estimation, we repeat this 50 measurements
1000 times and obtain 1000 realizations of xˆ to get the distribution of xˆ. The standard deviation,
δxˆ is then obtained from the distribution. The error for this experimentally obtained δxˆ, ∆(δxˆ), is
well approximated by ∆(δxˆ) = δxˆ√
2(K−1) with K = 1000 [29], which is used for draw the error bar
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FIG. S4. Control the number of pass through a four-mirror cavity
in Fig3. The experimental Fisher information is obtained directly from the δxˆ as
√
J = 1
δxˆ
√
n
with
n = 50. The error for
√
J is well approximated by ∆(
√
J) =
√
J√
2(K−1) .
S6. NUMBER OF CONTROLS USING FOUR-MIRROR CAVITY LOOP
Here we show how to deterministically control the number of passes through the cavity loop without
affecting the positions and the directions of the input and output beams. With this design, the change
of the number of passes do not affect the modules of the preparation and the measurement, which
eases the implementation of the experiment.
We use four mirrors to control the number of passes. The four mirrors, denoted as M1 to M4 are
laid out as in Fig. S4(a). The positions of M1, M3 and M4 are fixed in the experiments. The number
of loops are controlled by translationally moving M2, which is installed on a translation stage.
The largest N realizable is limited by the size of the clear apertures of optical devices in the cavity
and the diameter of the beam. In our experiment, the clear apertures of the wave-plates have a
diameter of 20 mm. The largest diameter of the photon beams, which happens for N = 8, is not
larger than 1.6 mm.
The position of M2 controls the distance between adjacent beams, which determines the number
of loops. We denote the length of DF in FigS4 as d4, the length of BE as d2. The distance between
two adjacent beams(denoted as d) is determined by d4 and d2 as
d = d4 − d2. (S8)
And for N loops, we have d4 = Nd.
We note that the distance between the adjacent beams need to be larger than the diameter of the
photon beams. Thus in the experiment, we choose d4 = 16 mm, which corresponds to d = 2 > 1.6
mm for N = 8. From Eq.(S8), it is easy to see that to realize N loops, M2 just needs to be moved
translationally with d2 = (1 − 1N )d4. Thus to realize N = 1, 2, 4, 8 loops, we just move M2 with
d2 = 0, 8, 12, 14 mm, respectively.
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FIG. S5. (color online) The shot-noise limit of the non-commuting dynamics.
S7. SHOT-NOISE LIMIT
In the main context we presented the precision limit for the control-enhanced scheme for a non-
commuting dynamics
Ut(x) = e
−it(sin 2xσ1+cos 2xσ3), (S9)
and compared it with the shot-noise limit. Here we show how the shot-noise limit is obtained.
The shot-noise limit is obtained by dividing the total time T into N slices with each slice acting on
a probe state independently. The maximal QFI for each slice is Jt = 16 sin2 t, here t = TN . The QFI
for N independent repetition is simply N times Jt, which is J = NJt = 16N sin2 TN . We associate
the shot-noise limit with the maximal QFI that can be achieved by maximizing over N ,
Jshot = max
N
16N sin2
T
N
. (S10)
This maximum value is achieved when ∂J∂N = 16 sin t(sin t−2t cos t) = 0, where t = TN . This gives the
optimal value of t as t0 ≈ 1.1656, which leads to the maximal value of 16N sin2 TN as ∼ 11.593T . This
provides an upper bound on Jshot. Since N is an integer, Jshot is actually max(J(N−, T ), J(N+, T ))
with N− = max(1, bT/t0c) and N+ = max(1, dT/t0e), the numerical simulation in Fig. S5 shows that
this is only slightly smaller than 11.593T and converges to 11.593T when T increases.
S8. PRIOR INFORMATION
For the sequential scheme with adaptive control, the parameter has some prior distribution which
also contributes to the precision. Denote p(x) as the prior distribution, if it has finite support within
certain interval, for example [0, pi8 ], then the variance E[(xˆ − x)2] =
∫ pi
8
0
p(x)(xˆ − x)2dx is already
finite even for a guess xˆ = pi16 without any measurement data. In general with a prior distribution,
δxˆ ≥ 1√
n
∫
p(x)J(x)dx+ Fp(x)
, (S11)
where n is the number of times the measurement is repeated, J(x) is the quantum Fisher information
of the output state ρ(x), and Fp(x) =
∫
p(x)(∂lnp(x)∂x )
2dx is the classical Fisher information of the
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prior distribution [30]. When n gets large, the quantum Fisher information typically dominates,
Eq(S11) reduces to the usual quantum Cramer-Rao bound. However, there are some special point at
which J(x)→ 0, for example, in the case of sequential scheme with one control, the quantum Fisher
information is 0 when T = kpi. At these points, the contribution of the classical Fisher information
can not be neglected even when n is large. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where the experimental
precision exceeds the quantum Fisher information near T = 0, pi and 2pi. The contribution of the
prior distribution is negligible at other points where J(x) is not close to 0.
